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I.         Introduction 

The current national focus on performance-based accountability in K-12 education began 

to develop in the early 1990s in response to dissatisfaction with the performance of U. S. schools 

despite substantial increases in funding (Hanushek, 1994).  A conference organized by the 

National Research Council identified the lack of performance incentives in education as the main 

culprit (Hanushek and Jorgenson, 1996).  Two views emerged about that time on how to 

introduce performance incentives into education.  The first was captured by the work of Chubb 

and Moe (1990) who argued that problems of academic performance result from the regulation 

of schools by public bureaucrats who respond to the interests of organized groups and not to 

interests of students and parents.  The solution they proposed was school autonomy, governed by 

market mechanisms.   

The second view, developed by Smith and O’Day (1991), argued that the problem with 

U. S. education was that the system was organized in ways that put it at odds with itself.  

Performance standards, curriculum and student assessment were not purposefully integrated and 

federal and state policies often worked at cross purposes.  The solution they argued was 

alignment. In the early stages, much of the emphasis of the standards movement, as it was called, 

was on establishing performance standards and aligning the curriculum with those standards.  

With the exception of a few states and some large school districts, developing new assessments 

and holding schools accountable for tested student outcomes proceeded slowly (Hannaway and 

Kimball, 2001).  The passage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) spurred the development of test-

based accountability systems as the linchpin of standards-based reform.   

  Market-based systems attempt to provide more accountability by increasing the 

educational choices available to parents.  Most states and school districts now provide increased 
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options through open enrollment plans or through the provision of independently-operated 

charter schools.  In a handful of places, the market-based system has gone a step further allowing 

parents, through a voucher system, to send their children to private school at public expense. 

Test-based incentives include attempts to increase school accountability through the regular 

testing of students, making the results – aggregated to the school level – public, and rewarding 

schools with high or increasing aggregate test scores, and imposing sanctions on poor performing 

schools.  Given that accountability ratings are capitalized into housing values (Figlio and Lucas, 

2004), constituents have both educational and financial incentives to pressure poor-performing 

schools to improve.  Both the market solution and test-based solution should provide schools 

with an incentive to operate more efficiently – that is, to improve student outcomes without 

significant increases in resources.   

 Previous authors have investigated the short-run effects of both market-based and test-

based accountability on student outcomes, reaching mixed conclusions.1 Relatively few have 

investigated the actual behavioral responses of schools to these systems.  Some of those that do 

find that schools “game the system” to improve test performance without necessarily increasing 

effort or true productivity.  For example, there is some evidence that schools respond to 

accountability pressure by differentially reclassifying low-achieving students as learning 

disabled so that their scores will not count against the school in accountability systems (see, e.g., 

 
1 Recent nationwide studies by Carnoy and Loeb (2002) and Hanushek and Raymond (2005) find 
significant improvement in student outcomes as a result of standards-based accountability, 
whereas the results from some specific state systems have been less positive (see, e.g, Koretz and 
Barron (1998), Clark (2003) and Haney (2000, 2002)).  More recent work by Figlio and Rouse 
(2006), West and Peterson (2006), and Chakrabarti (2006) find positive short-run effects of 
accountability on Florida student outcomes, at least in mathematics.  The evidence on market-
based reforms is also mixed (see, e.g., Howell and Peterson (2002), Krueger and Pei (2004), and 
Rouse (1998) for evidence from voucher programs). 
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Cullen and Reback (2007), Figlio and Getzler (2007), Jacob (2004))2, and Figlio (2006) indicates 

that schools differentially suspend students at different points in the testing cycle in an apparent 

attempt to alter the composition of the testing pool.3  Jacob and Levitt (2003) find that teachers 

are more likely to cheat when faced with more accountability pressure. 

Surprisingly, there has been little systematic effort to determine the substantive ways in 

which schools alter their methods of delivering education in response to school accountability 

and school choice pressures (see Hannaway and Hamilton, 2007, for a review). This is an 

important oversight, as some school policy variables have been found to improve student test 

performance.  For example, there is convincing evidence that reducing class size can improve 

achievement (see, e.g., Angrist and Lavy, 1999; Krueger, 1999; and Krueger and Whitmore, 

2001) as can summer school and grade retention (Jacob and Lefgren, 2004).   

Does one observe that schools begin to adopt these or other measures in an attempt to 

improve student outcomes?  The answer to this question is of key import for several reasons.  

First, if one observes gains in student outcomes without changes in how schools operate, one 

might be suspicious that the gains are not due to improving efficiency of the schools but perhaps 

to other factors, such as the potentially artificial gains (e.g. changing the tested student 

population) described above.  Second, most students are likely to remain in public schools 

regardless of the arrangements designed to provide K-12 education.  Thus, the majority of the 

nation’s 50 million students will be affected mainly though the institutional response of public 

schools to these, or other, pressures.  

 
2 Chakrabarti (2006), however, does not find that schools respond in this way. 
3 Schools may also try to boost student achievement on testing days. Figlio and Winicki (2005), 
for instance, suggest that Virginia schools facing accountability pressures altered their school 
meals on testing days to increase the likelihood that students will do well on the exams. 
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The primary reason for the lack of research on this topic is the lack of data.  While 

information on student test scores and a few crude indicators of student body characteristics 

(e.g., race/ethnicity, eligibility for the National School Lunch Program, and disability rates) are 

prevalent, there exist no large-scale data sets that systematically describe school instructional 

policies and practices.  In this paper we describe research that addresses the gap in research on 

school responses to the pressures introduced by school accountability and school choice systems.  

We do so using an extraordinary data set we have generated.  During the 1999-00, 2001-02, and 

2003-04 school years, we administered surveys to every principal of every regular public school 

in the state of Florida.  Our surveys, for which we consistently exceeded a 70 percent response 

rate, addressed a range of questions on the delivery of instruction in public schools in Florida. 

At the same time, beginning in summer 1999, Florida’s accountability system – the A+ 

Plan for Education – enlisted stigma (the grading of schools on an “A” to “F” scale), oversight 

(by the state of Florida), and competition to spur school improvement.  The competitive pressure 

of the system was derived from the Opportunity Scholarship Program: under this system, 

students attending schools that received an “F” grade in multiple years became eligible for a 

voucher that allowed them to attend a private or higher-rated public school.4  While in effect for 

nearly 7 years, the Opportunity Scholarship Program was declared unconstitutional by Florida’s 

Supreme Court in January 2006.  Other components of the A+ Plan, however, remain in effect. 

We analyze the impact of the accountability system on Florida’s students and schools 

using a three-part analysis.  First, we estimate the effect of the accountability system and the 

threat of becoming voucher eligible on student test score performance, both in the short-run and 

 
4 Currently Florida has two other voucher programs as well: an income tax credit for 
corporations to fund vouchers for low-income students and the McKay Scholarship for students 
with exceptionalities.  In our analysis we control for the factors on which eligibility is based for 
these programs. 
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in the longer term.  Second, we study the effects of the reform on school policies and practices.  

Finally, we attempt to determine if the policies appear to affect student achievement or explain 

the change in student performance.  We find that student achievement significantly increased in 

elementary schools that received an “F” grade by between 6 to 14 percent of a standard deviation 

in math and between 6 to 10 percent of a standard deviation in reading in the first year.  Three 

years later the impacts persist. 

Importantly, we also detect specific school policy changes implemented by the schools 

that explain part of these increases.  Specifically, when faced with increased accountability 

pressure, schools appear to focus on low-performing students, lengthen the amount of time 

devoted to instruction, adopt different ways of organizing the day and learning environment of 

the students and teachers, increase resources available to teachers, and decrease principal control.  

These, combined with other policies, explain more than 15 percent of the test scores gains of 

students in reading and over 38 percent of the test scores gains of students in math, depending on 

the model specification.  As such we find evidence that schools respond to accountability 

pressure in educationally meaningful ways. 

  

II. The Florida School Accountability Program 

 Florida’s 1999 A+ Plan for Education introduced a  system of school accountability with 

a series of rewards and sanctions for high-performing and low-performing schools.  The A+ Plan 

called for annual curriculum-based testing of all students in grades three through ten, and annual 

grading of all public and charter schools based on aggregate test performance.  As noted above, 

the Florida accountability system assigns letter grades (“A,” “B,” etc.) to each school based on 
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students’ achievement (measured in several ways).  High-performing and improving schools 

receive rewards while low-performing schools receive additional assistance as well as sanctions.   

 The assistance provided to low-performing schools primarily consists of three 

components.  First, each school district with a school receiving a “D” or “F” is evaluated by a 

“community assessment team” comprised of local and state leaders, including parents and 

business representatives.  In theory this team makes recommendations to the state and the local 

school board on how to improve the local schools.  In addition, the Florida Department of 

Education (FDOE) makes available technical assistance – with needs assessments and the 

implementation of school improvement plans – to any school in the state, with priority given to 

“D” and “F” schools (as well as those in rural or sparsely populated areas).5   

However, the most visible form of assistance available for low-performing schools is 

through Florida’s Assistance Plus program.  While this program offers no direct funding, through 

the State Board of Education policies are in place that mandate that districts allocate certain 

resources and targeted funding for these schools.  In addition, “F” schools are given priority for 

the Just Read, Florida! program that provides reading coaches trained in scientifically-based 

reading research to the lowest performing schools (the program was funded at $11 million in 

2001-02).  The Assistance Plus program also consists of a smattering of other forms of assistance 

such as “Assistance Plus Teams” (teams of experts to help structure improvement efforts); state-

coordinated regular conference calls and reports designed to provide continuous progress 

reporting and feedback to schools and districts; alignment of curriculum, assessment and course 

 
5 The 2002 Florida Statute, Title XLVIII (“K-20 Education Code”), Chapter 1008.345 
(Assessment and Accountability; Implementation of state system of school improvement and 
education accountability).  (Downloaded from http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes on November 
16, 2007). 

 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes
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materials; analysis of student achievement data to provide technical assistance for schools and 

instructors; and recommendations regarding professional development for teachers.6  

While “F” schools receive priority through Florida’s Assistance Plus program, “D” 

schools were also targeted. In fact, in the 2007-2008 academic year (the only year for which we 

were able to obtain this information), 79 “F” schools and 220 “D” schools will receive such 

assistance and these numbers are quite close to the numbers of potentially-eligible “F” and “D” 

schools.  As such, we suspect that while “F” schools receive priority, “D” schools heavily benefit 

from this state aid as well.7

On the sanction side, the most controversial and widely publicized provision of the A+ 

Plan was the institution of vouchers, called “Opportunity Scholarships,” for students attending 

(or slated to attend) chronically failing schools – those receiving a grade of “F” in two years out 

of four, including the most recent year.  These “Opportunity Scholarships” allowed students to 

attend a different (higher rated) public school, or an eligible private school.  And while poor-

performing schools received additional assistance, they also were subject to additional scrutiny 

and oversight.  All “D” and “F”-graded schools are subject to site visits and required to send 

regular progress reports to the state.8

 School grading began in May 1999, immediately following passage into law of the A+ 

Plan.  Between 1999 and summer 2001, schools were assessed primarily on the basis of 

aggregate test score levels (and also some additional non-test factors, such as attendance and 

 
6 These statements are based on documents received from the FDOE regarding the program in 
2001-2002 (they can also be accessed at http://schoolgrades.fldoe.org/pdf/0102/assist_plus.pdf).   
7  We note, as well, that in documents referenced above the FDOE highlights assistance given to 
“D” as well as “F” schools, reinforcing our belief that “D” schools heavily benefit from such 
assistance. 
8 Details on oversight and reporting requirements can be found online at 
http://www.bsi.fsu.edu/PerformanceUpdates/performanceupdates.aspx. 

 

http://schoolgrades.fldoe.org/pdf/0102/assist_plus.pdf
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suspension rates, for the higher grade levels) and only in the grades with existing statewide 

curriculum-based assessments9, rather than on the progress schools made toward higher levels of 

student achievement.   

Starting in summer 2002, however, school grades began to incorporate test score data 

from all grades from three through ten and to evaluate schools not just on the level of student test 

performance but also on the year-to-year progress of individual students.  However, while at the 

beginning of the 2001-02 school year several things were known about the school grades that 

were to be assigned in summer 2002 (school grades were to be based on test scores from all 

students in all tested grades; the standards for proficiency in reading and mathematics were to be 

raised; and school grades would incorporate some notion of student learning gains into the 

formula) the specifics of the formula that would put these components together to form the 

school grades was unknown.  Indeed, the new school grading formula establishing a system of 

“grade points” with thresholds for letter grades was not announced until March 5, 2002 at the 

same time that the students were being tested on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test 

(FCAT), leaving schools with virtually no information with which to anticipate their exact grade.  

A key component of our analytic strategy is to take advantage of the fact that during the 2001-02 

school year schools could not necessarily anticipate their school grade in summer 2002 because 

the specific changes in the grading formula were not decided until the last minute.   

 Table 1 shows the distribution of schools across the five performance grades for the first 

six rounds of school grading, for all graded schools in Florida.10  As is apparent from the 

 
9  Students were tested in grade 4 in reading and writing, in grade 5 in mathematics, in grade 8 in 
reading, writing and math, and in 10 in reading, writing and math. 
10 In the analysis that follows, we limit the sample to elementary schools, which comprised over 
50 percent of “F”-graded schools.  We do so primarily because our survey asked many questions 
that focused on elementary schools.  The bottom panel of Table 1 presents the change in grade 
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variation across years in the number of schools that fall into each performance category, there are 

considerable grade changes that have taken place since the accountability system was adopted.  

Most notable is the fact that while 70 schools received an “F” grade in the first year (1998-99) 

only 4 did so the subsequent year and none did in summer 2001.  At the same time, an increasing 

number of schools were receiving “A”s and “B”s.  This is partly due to the fact that schools had 

learned their way around the system:  a school had to fail in all three subjects to earn an “F” 

grade so as long as students did well enough in at least one subject the school would escape the 

worst stigma. Goldhaber and Hannaway (2004) and Chakrabarti (2006) find evidence that 

students in failing schools made the biggest gains in writing, which is viewed as one of the easier 

subjects in which to show improvement quickly.  When the rules of the game changed, so did the 

number of schools caught by surprise.  For example, the number of schools earning an “F”-grade 

increased to 60 in summer 2002, and the number of “A” schools grew as well, largely because 

the “grade points” system of school grading allowed schools that miss performance goals in one 

area to compensate with higher performance in another.11

A way to judge the extent to which schools might have been caught “off guard” by the 

new system is to compare the grades that schools actually received in summer 2002 with the 

grade that they would have been predicted to receive in 2002 based on the “old” grading system 

(that in place in 2001).  In Table 2 we make this comparison for all graded elementary schools 

using the full set of student administrative test scores provided us by the FDOE.12  It is possible 

to make these calculations because the summer 2001 grading system’s formula is known.  We 

 
distribution over time for the elementary schools in Florida. 
11 Note that as schools have adapted to the new grading system, the number of “F” schools has 
also decreased. 
12  The number of observations in Table 2 does not exactly match that in Table 1 because the 
administrative data on students provided by the FDOE used to simulate each school’s grade in 
2002 does not include some students in charter schools and “alternative” schools. 
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estimate that about 52 percent of elementary schools experienced no change in their school grade 

based on the change in the accountability system.  The other 48 percent either received a higher 

or lower grade than they might have “expected.”  For example, 2 of the 7 schools that might have 

expected to receive an “F” under the old regime received a “D” under the new one (none of these 

schools received a higher grade).  Importantly, 15 percent of schools that might have expected to 

receive a “D” under the old system received an “F” under the new one.   

We focus our attention on the roughly 2 percent of schools that received an “F” (and 

therefore became voucher threatened, and faced new stigma and state oversight).  Among these 

35 elementary schools, 6 became voucher eligible.13,14  Table 3 shows that in 2002 these “F” 

(elementary) schools were slightly smaller than the higher-rated schools, had a higher proportion 

of Black students and a higher proportion of students eligible for a free- or reduced-price lunch.  

However, they also spent slightly more per regular-education student and per special-education 

student compared to schools that received an “A,” “B,” or “C” grade.  The “F” schools look 

much more similar, demographically and financially, to those schools that received a “D” 

grade.15   

 

III. Why Might Incentives Improve School Efficiency? 

 
13 Among all public schools, 60 received an “F” in summer 2002 and 8 of them became voucher 
eligible. 
14 Note that in Table 1 there are 68 elementary schools that received a grade of “N” in 2002.  
These were new schools in that year.  As such, they were not given a formal grade although the 
state did calculate their accountability points.  We therefore impute what their grade would have 
been.  This imputation results in 9 additional “F”-graded schools and 10 additional “D”-graded 
schools.  The results that follow are generally similar if we add a dummy variable controlling for 
these schools, instead. 
15  This comparison provides additional support for our focus on comparing “F”-graded schools 
to those receiving a “D” grade which we do, below. 
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Economic theory would suggest that school superintendents, principals and teachers can 

produce education more efficiently by using a different mix of inputs; by selecting a different 

mix of policies.  However, why school administrators would have an incentive to make such 

improvements is less clear.  If large numbers of students leave a school, the principals and 

teachers may be left with the less-motivated (harder-to-teach) students or the school may become 

so small that it closes and they lose their jobs.  Unfortunately, however, this threat is not 

necessarily so powerful.  For example, if dissatisfied students leave for another school, it is 

possible that the remaining students would be happier, perhaps making the management of the 

school easier.  Further, if take-up of choice options is low, then the risk of job loss due to lack of 

demand for services is likely to be low as well.16   

That said, we believe there are two factors that may sufficiently motivate school 

administrators to work hard to improve student performance in Florida.  First, principals in “F” 

schools are subject to intensive scrutiny and supervision under the A+ Plan.17  For example, as 

discussed earlier, under the Assistance Plus Program principals are required to file regular 

improvement plans and status reports with the state.  The long and detailed reports on the 

“corrective actions” that the school and district are taking to improve the school suggest that, at a 

minimum, being labeled as a “low-performing school” brings with it many more bureaucratic 

 
16 It is difficult to measure the precise take-up rate of the Opportunity Scholarship program 
because the set of students who are eligible differs from year to year and depends in some cases 
on prior take-up.  According to personal correspondence with FDOE personnel, Opportunity 
Scholarship take-up rates among newly-eligible potential participants ranged from five to ten 
percent, depending on the year, over the course of the program’s operations. 
17 An increase in managerial control is likely to occur in many other settings as a result of poor 
performance as well.  Simon (1957) argued that workers in any organization attempt to restrict 
the “zone of acceptance” that surrounds their position.   The zone establishes the boundaries of 
managerial control that they expect over their behavior as part of their employment contract.  
Poor performance, however, can increase the boundaries of the zone inviting greater 
management control and reducing discretion for the employee. 
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“headaches” and increased oversight.  Principals and teachers are better able to hold off such 

managerial scrutiny if they increase student achievement.  And they may feel that their jobs are 

more secure if they can show improvement.  That said, while the threat of job loss should be a 

compelling reason for principals to attempt to institute policies that would improve student 

achievement, Chiang (2007) does not find evidence that principals are, in fact, more likely to 

lose their jobs following the school’s receipt of an “F” grade.   

Even if school administrators do not fear the increased oversight or for their jobs, they 

may experience a loss of utility in at least two other ways that would induce them to make an 

effort to increase student achievement.  First, principals and teachers have chosen a profession 

where the ideal behavior is to foster the development of children.  Presumably conforming to this 

behavior is part of who they are; it is part of their identity.  Evidence suggesting that a principal 

or teacher is not living up to the ideal would contribute to a loss in what Akerlof and Kranton 

(2005, 2007) refer to as “identity utility.”   In addition, the public nature of the school grades 

could lead to a loss of status in the wider community.  Indeed, based on interviews and focus 

groups with principals and teachers, Goldhaber and Hannaway (2004) suggest that principals and 

teachers considered a school grade of “F” as a social stigma.  

 

IV. Empirical Strategy and Data 

A. Empirical Framework

 Our empirical framework aims to estimate the effect of having received an “F” grade on 

student achievement (as measured by test scores) as well as on school policies.  We concentrate 

on the bottom of the school grading distribution because our school surveys were designed 

primarily to measure the types of school responses that struggling schools might pursue.  In our 
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analysis, we drop schools that did not receive any accountability points in summer 2002 (364 

schools), one school whose grade was set at “NA,” and 7 schools that were not part of our 2002 

sampling frame; this leaves a maximum sample size of 1,659 schools.18   

 

1. Effects on Student Test Scores

 To assess the effect of an “F” grade on Florida’s students and schools, we use student-

level test scores from the entire state of Florida, to estimate cross-sectional models such as the 

following: 

( ) ( ) isttstiststisiststist POINTSgTfZGRADEFT ετϕθγγδβα ++++′+Χ+++= −−− )( 111        (1) 

where Fst-1 indicates whether a school received an “F” grade in summer 2002, GRADEist is a 

vector of dummy variables indicating the student’s grade in school, Xis is a vector of student 

characteristics, Zst is a vector of school-level variables (i.e., the school’s 2002 “simulated grade” 

and the school’s lagged grades), Tist-1 is the student’s prior year’s test score19 and (f(Tist-1) 

represents a cubic of this lag), g(POINTSst-1) is a cubic in the number of grade points the school 

received in summer 2002, τt is a vector of year effects, and εist is a normally distributed error 

term.  The key parameter of interest is β – the change in a student’s test score resulting from her 

school having received an “F.”20 The central assumption of this regression discontinuity 

                                                 
18 Schools that do not have reported accountability points are exempt from the accountability 
system either because they have too few students for the state to report test scores, even in 
aggregate form, or because they are a first-year school.  The one school with the grade of “NA” 
had 467 accountability points (which would have earned that school an “A”) however the grade, 
which was originally set in 2002, has been withdrawn by the State.   
19 Because we control for lagged test scores, we also control for lags of all student background 
variables.  In practice, the results are unaffected by our decision to include or exclude the lags of 
these background variables, but we include them for completeness.  Further, in some model 
specifications, we control instead for two- or three-year lags of student test scores. 
20 We have also estimated models in which we constrain the effect of the lagged test score to 
equal 1 (by using the change in test scores as the dependent variable).  The results are 
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approach is that, controlling for g(POINTSst), there is little difference in school performance so β 

identifies the causal impact of a school receiving an “F” grade.21

 In addition, we compare the performance of a cohort of students affected by the 

accountability shock to others attending the same school in the previous cohort, estimating 

models such as the following: 

( ) istScststistis

cststcisct

COHORTxPOINTSgPOINTSgTf
COHORTxFFCOHORTT

εφρϕθγ
μβλα

+++++Χ+
+++=

−−−

−−

))(()(
)()(

111

11
       (2) 

where all notation is as before, but now since we are comparing across multiple cohorts of 

students, we include a variable (COHORT) reflecting the post-shock cohort, as well as a vector 

of school fixed effects sφ .  A comparison between the first and second cohorts of students in our 

model provides another way to estimate a plausibly causal impact of receipt of an “F” grade on 

student test score improvements since the first cohort of students would have graduated to 

middle school before their elementary school would have responded to the school grading 

system.  Thus, the coefficient, μ, on the interaction between the “F”-grade indicator and the post-

shock cohort variable is the key variable of interest in this specification.22  

 

2. Effects on School Policies

                                                                                                                                                             
qualitatively similar, with comparable levels of statistical significance and point estimates that 
differ from those presented at the level of the second significant digit.  These results are available 
from the authors on request. 
21 Later in the paper, we describe a variety of specification checks and falsification exercises that 
we conduct to assess the robustness of our results.  We also note that because we have multiple 
observations for each school, we adjust our standard errors for clustering at the school level. 
22 We control for the interaction between summer 2002 grade points and the post-shock cohort 
indicator to continue the regression-discontinuity methodology in the cross-cohort comparison 
analysis.  Further, in this model, we do not separately estimate the coefficients β and φ, as they 
are subsumed within the school fixed effect sφ ; we include these variables in the equation for 
conceptual completeness only.  
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 To study the effect of receipt of an “F” grade on school policies, we estimate school-level 

regressions that are similar to equation (3).  In our most saturated model we estimate,  

( )2222 ))(( −−−− −++++= stststststst eedXPOINTSgcbFaP                           (3) 
 

where Pst indicates whether school s implemented policy P in year t (the 2003-04 academic 

year); Fst-2 is a dummy variable indicating whether or not the school received a failing grade of 

“F” in summer 2002; g(POINTSit-2) is a cubic in the number of grade points the school earned in 

summer 2002; Xst-2 is a vector of school-level variables, including dummy variables indicating 

the school’s 2002 “simulated grade,” the 2002 value of the policy, the school’s estimated 

expenditures per student in 2002 for special education, vocational education, education for “at-

risk” students, and “regular” education, the number of students in the school, the percentage of 

the school’s student body that is classified as disabled, eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch, 

limited-English proficient, and gifted; and the “stability rate” of the school23; est and est-2 are 

normally distributed error terms. 

The key parameter of interest is b – a school’s policy response to having received an “F.”  

Thus, we estimate whether the policy responses of the “F”-graded schools are significantly 

different from those of higher-graded schools.  In some specifications we also compare the “F” 

schools to the “D” schools.  Note that this comparison allows us to net out those policy choices 

dictated by the state-mandated assistance as “D” schools also heavily benefited from such 

interventions. 

 Our survey contained many questions aimed at understanding whether or not a school 

had adopted a variety of policies and it would be cumbersome and difficult to digest the pattern 

of potential coefficient estimates that might derive from so many regressions.  Thus, we attempt 
                                                 
23 The stability rate of a school is the fraction of students who were present in the fall census of 
students who were still at the same school in the spring census. 
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to summarize the results by grouping questions into “domains” that are designed to capture 

related policies.  Grouping policies in this fashion also reduces the severity of what we refer to as 

the “budget constraint problem.”  We assume that school superintendents and principals consider 

which policies to enact subject to a budget constraint.  As such, one would not expect that 

schools adopt all possible policies; rather they pick and choose from some feasible set.  For 

example, a principal may attempt to increase instructional time by sponsoring summer school, an 

extended school year, or after-school tutoring, but not all three.  Grouping similarly-intended 

policies may reduce this problem by allowing us to identify if the administrators adopt a type of 

policy rather than a specific one.24

To see how we analyze the effect of an “F” grade on a “domain,” note that we can first 

rewrite equation (3) to obtain an impact of the accountability system for each policy, where k 

refers to the kth policy: 

( ) .))(( 2222 kkktktktktktkkk WeeXdPOINTSgcFbaP ν+Θ=−++++= −−−−      (4) 
 

We then aggregate the estimates using a seemingly-unrelated regression approach (Kling and 

Liebman, 2004).  This approach is similar to simply averaging the estimated effect of receiving 

an “F” grade on school policies if there are no missing values and no covariates. 

 More specifically, we first estimate equation (4) (or variants) and obtain an item-by-item 

estimate of b (i.e., bk).  We then standardize the estimates of bk by the standard deviation of the 

outcome using the responses from the 2002 survey for all (elementary) schools (σk).  Our 

estimate of the impact of the school accountability system on school policies is then the average 

of the standardized b’s within each domain,  
                                                 
24  We have also tried capturing a school’s adoption of policies within each domain as the sum of 
the number of “sub-policies” they adopt.  These results are qualitatively similar but less precise 
than those presented here. 
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To obtain standard errors for bAVG, we need to account for the covariance between the estimates 

of bk within each domain.  To do so, we estimate the following seemingly-unrelated regression 

system: 

( ) ν+Θ⊗= WIP K     ( )′′′= kPPP ,...,1     (6) 
 

where IK is a K by K identity matrix and W is defined as in equation (4).  We calculate the 

standard error of the resulting summary measure as the weighted average of the standard errors 

of the individual estimates.   

We present estimates of the summary measure and some of the original underlying 

regressions.25  In addition, we also present results using a simple average of the individual items 

within each domain where the original data have been normalized by the mean and standard 

deviation of the variable in 2002. 

 

B. Data   

1. Administrative Data

We rely on two sources of administrative data for our analysis.  The first are data on 

individual students throughout the state (including all standardized test scores) from 1998-99 

through 2004-05.  Students took the criterion-referenced FCAT in grades four, eight and ten 

(five, eight and ten for mathematics) beginning in 1998-99, and in all grades from three through 

                                                 
25 We emphasize that we do not necessarily believe that the outcomes grouped together within a 
domain reflect one underlying latent construct.  Rather, these are similar policies that schools 
might adopt.   
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ten beginning in 2001-02.  We refer to this FCAT as the “high stakes test” as the results form the 

basis of the school’s accountability grade.  Beginning in 1999-00, all Florida students in grades 

three through ten also took the Stanford-10 nationally norm-referenced test; we refer to this test 

as the “low stakes test.”   The data have been longitudinally linked across years allowing us to 

follow students over time, as long as they do not leave the public school system or the state of 

Florida.  (Those who leave and return do show up in the dataset and thus are still tracked over 

time.)  In addition to test score results, these data also contain some individual-level 

characteristics such as the student’s race, sex, eligibility for the National School Lunch Program, 

and English-Language-Learner and disability status.   

In each grade and year, anywhere between 177,000 and 207,000 students take the FCAT, 

depending on cohort size. Few students are lost in the longitudinal analysis of these data: for 

instance, nearly 95 percent of students who took the fourth-grade FCAT are observed taking the 

FCAT the next year, and over 87 percent of students who took the fourth-grade FCAT are 

observed taking the FCAT three years later.  All told, our two-cohort analysis sample sizes range 

from 346,958 (low-stakes reading) to 349,084 (high-stakes reading) depending on the test.  In 

addition to student test score data, we have obtained data from the FDOE on expenditures per 

student (by program) and some characteristics of students at the school level for the 2001-02 

school year.   

 

2. School Surveys

 We also analyze data collected in two rounds of surveys of principals of all “regular” 

public schools in Florida conducted in the 2001-02 and 2003-04 school years.26  We achieved 

                                                 
26 We excluded “alternative schools” such as adult schools, vocational/area voc-tech centers, 
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response rates that exceeded 70 percent in each year.  For the analysis, we focus on elementary 

schools that received a grade in 2002 and were part of our sampling frame.  Of the 1,659 eligible 

schools in the 2004 sampling frame, we achieved an overall response rate of 75%.  The response 

rate was 76% for schools that received an “A,” “B,” or “C,” in 2002 and 69% and 66% for “D” 

and “F” schools respectively.  Notably, however, the response rate is not statistically different 

between the “F” and “D” schools.  Further, as we show in Appendix Table 1, the characteristics 

of schools responding to the survey in 2004, by school grade, are quite similar to those of non-

respondents.  

 In the school surveys, we asked principals to identify a variety of policies and resource-

use areas which we have divided into several domains: policies to improve low-performing 

students, lengthening instructional time, reduced class size for subject, narrowing of the 

curriculum, scheduling systems, policies to improve low-performing teachers, teacher resources, 

teacher incentives, teacher autonomy, district control, principal control, and school climate.   

 We were careful to conduct the surveys in the early spring before schools knew which 

grade their school would receive for that academic year.  Thus, when we conducted the survey in 

the spring of 2002, the administrators did not yet know their school grade (as school grades were 

announced on June 12, 2002, after the end of the school year and after our survey data collection 

had ceased.)  Thus, we treat 2001-02 as the “base year” and observe school policy as of the 

academic year of 2003-04.27  

 
schools administered by the Department of Juvenile Justice, and “other types” of schools.  Note 
that we included charter schools serving “regular” students as well.  We also conducted the 
survey in the 1999-00 school year; the results are similar when we control for those results as 
well.  We do not present them here because there is one question in the later surveys that was not 
asked in the earliest one.  The survey instruments are available on request. 
27 Note that we do not observe school policies in the first year after the change in grading 
procedure; that is, in the 2002-03 school year.  We believe this likely downward biases our 
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V. Results 

A. Effects on Student Test Scores

 We begin by investigating whether students in “F”-graded schools fared better after the 

grading policy change in summer 2002 than did their otherwise-equal counterparts in other 

schools.   Throughout this section we present data on four different test outcomes: the high-

stakes FCAT “Sunshine State Standards” criterion-referenced tests in reading and mathematics 

and the low-stakes Stanford-10 national norm-referenced test in reading and mathematics.  We 

report both sets of findings because prior researchers have found that schools have a tendency to 

teach specialized skills that might improve test performance while possibly not generalizing to a 

broader knowledge base (e.g., Linn (2005) and Koretz (2003)).  The regressions control for 

student race and ethnicity, lagged FCAT and norm-referenced reading and mathematics tests (in 

cubics) along with indicators for missing lagged test scores, disability status and history, 

free/reduced lunch eligibility, sex and English-Language-Learner status, as well as a cubic in the 

accountability grade points and a set of lagged school grade variables.  Test scores are 

standardized to have zero mean and unitary variance for ease of presentation.28   

 

 1.  Cross-Sectional Regression-Discontinuity Evidence 

 The first row of Table 4 presents the estimated effects of receipt of an “F” grade on 

student test scores in cross-section for the students in fifth grade in 2002-03, the year following 

                                                                                                                                                             
results as schools that received a grade of “F” in summer 2003 may have also changed their 
educational practices by the 2003-04 school year.  As shown in Table 1, 31 schools received an 
“F” in summer 2003 (18 elementary schools received an “F”).  Seven of these schools had 
received an “F” in summer 2002 but no elementary schools received an “F” in both years. 
28 We eliminate seven schools with test data from our analysis because they are outside our 
sampling frame, but the results including all schools differ only at the third significant digit. 
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the grading system shock in summer 2002.  We limit our analysis to the fifth-grade cohort 

because we will ultimately compare successive cohorts of students – one that was affected by the 

change in grading standards and the other that was not.29  Constraining the study to fifth graders 

is the only way we can ensure that our comparison cohort of students was not affected by the 

school grading.30   

 We observe that in all four examinations, students fared better in “F”-graded schools than 

did those in other schools, all else equal.  Depending on the test score, we find that students 

attending “F”-graded schools scored anywhere from 0.07 of a standard deviation to 0.14 of a 

standard deviation higher than students who attended higher-graded schools in the year following 

the grade determination, and all are statistically significant at conventional levels.  These results 

suggest that schools awarded “F” grades in summer 2002 improved faster than did their 

counterparts with higher school grades, all else equal.  The fact that test score gains are higher 

for high-stakes tests than for low-stakes tests may lend credence to the notion that schools 

“taught to the test,” but significant gains are seen even for the low-stakes tests.31,32 While not 

 
29 We have conducted all cross-sectional analyses with a fuller set of students (i.e., both fourth 
and fifth graders in 2002-03) and the results are very similar.  All four test results are of nearly 
identical magnitude and statistical significance to those presented herein, although the high-
stakes math results are modestly below those presented herein (its point estimate is 0.104 with a 
standard error of 0.032.) 
30 Ninety-nine percent of fourth grade students in the spring of 2001 before the school grading 
changed (i.e., the potential comparison group) were still in elementary school in the spring of 
2002.  While we do not believe the schools fully anticipated their grades, this has the potential to 
affect our analysis.  In contrast, 98 percent of fifth graders in the spring of 2001 were in middle 
school by the spring of 2002 and therefore were not (directly) affected by the grades given to the 
elementary schools. We have also estimated all models excluding students who repeated fifth 
grade and find that the results do not substantively change. 
31 Furthermore, while studies indicate that teaching to the test is prevalent (e.g., Haney (2000), 
Jacob (2002)), we note that it is not necessarily “gaming,” and may be a desirable outcome, 
rather than one to be criticized, depending on the alignment of the test in question to the set of 
standards for which society and policy-makers desire students to have proficiency. 
32 We have also investigated the distributional consequences of the change in school 
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reported in the table, we have also conducted extensive specification checks, including 

controlling for third grade test scores rather than, or in addition to, fourth grade test scores. The 

results are invariant to these decisions, and are available on request.33  

A handful of “F”-graded schools had previously received a grade of “F,” allowing their 

students to be eligible for vouchers through the Opportunity Scholarship Program as well as 

imposing much more stringent reporting requirements.  These schools arguably face even greater 

pressure than do newly-“F”-graded schools, both from increased competition and greater 

scrutiny and oversight from the state.  We separated the “F” school effect into the estimated 

effects for first-time “F” schools and the additional effect of having a second “F” grade; these 

results are reported in the second and third rows of Table 4.   We find that the estimated effect of 

the “F” for repeat “F” schools is unambiguously larger, and statistically distinct from the first-

time “F” effect in the two mathematics specifications (though not in the reading specifications).  

That said, the estimated effects of “F” receipt for the first-time “F” schools remain large and are 

statistically significant at conventional levels.  These results provide suggestive evidence that 

 
accountability systems.  We find that students who are below-average or above-average tend to 
experience the largest gains in “F” schools following the policy change.  These distributional 
consequences are consistent with Neal and Whitmore (2007) and Krieg (forthcoming) who 
suggest that proficiency-count-based systems (such as Florida’s original system) lead to 
concentration on the students in the middle of the distribution.  A full treatment of distributional 
consequences is beyond the scope of the present paper.   
33 A picture is worth 1,000 words and in Appendix Figures 1a and 1b we present the mean test 
score residual on the high-stakes FCAT examination in reading and mathematics for fifth-graders 
in 2002-03 (Figure 1a) as well as the fourth grade test scores for the same students the year 
before (1b).  It is apparent that schools just to the left of the threshold determining whether a 
school received an “F” grade or not experienced greater test score gains than did schools just to 
the right of the threshold in both reading and mathematics in 1a.  These results suggest that the 
estimated differential improvement of “F” schools over “D” schools is not due to regression to 
the mean but rather to differential responses to the accountability system.  Importantly, there is 
no discontinuity in fourth grade in Figure 1b – before the school grading occurred – for these 
students; rather, the trend line is smooth around the grade threshold.  These results are robust to 
controlling for cubics or quartics in the grade points rather than quintics.  We further explore the 
mean reversion later in this section.  
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schools facing still greater competitive and/or accountability pressure raise student test scores by 

more than those facing less pressure.  That said, these distinctions are based on a very small 

number of schools, so for the remainder of the paper we do not distinguish between first-time 

“F” schools and repeat “F” schools in our analysis. 

 

 2.  Regression-Discontinuity Evidence Using Panel Data

 We can further identify the causal effect of receipt of an “F” grade on student test score 

improvements by comparing the fifth-grade cohort of 2001-02 to the fifth-grade cohort of 2002-

03.  The students in the first (2001-02) cohort would have graduated to middle school before 

their elementary school would have responded to the school grading system, so they make a 

natural comparison group.  In the fourth row of Table 4 we include both an affected and an 

unaffected cohort of students and can therefore control for elementary school fixed effects.  The 

key point estimate of interest then becomes the interaction of a “grade ‘F’ in summer 2002” 

variable with a “2002-03 fifth-grade cohort” variable.  Compared with the previous cohort of 

students, students in the affected cohort performed considerably better in fifth grade on all four 

tests.   

 We next follow students into middle school, in what would be their seventh grade of 

school,34 and further control for elementary school-middle school combination fixed effects.  We 

observe that students from the affected cohort continue to outperform their immediate unaffected 

predecessors who attended the same combination of middle and elementary schools but who did 

not experience the elementary school accountability shock in summer 2002.  Put differently, 

                                                 
34  Students who are held back or who skip a grade are counted along with the other members of 
their cohort; results are no different when we limit our analysis to students who progress 
normally from grade to grade.  We eliminate sixth grade from the table due to space 
considerations, but the results are statistically and qualitatively similar to seventh grade results. 
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there is considerable evidence that the accountability shock of summer 2002 had lasting effects 

on the performance of students who were attending “F”-graded schools at the time.35   

 One might be concerned that despite our reliance on a regression-discontinuity 

framework, it is unwarranted to compare students attending “F”-graded schools to those 

attending much higher-rated schools.  We therefore estimate the same basic model in two 

different ways: comparing “F” schools to those that earned a “D” grade in summer 2002 only; 

and restricting the sample to the set of schools that would have earned a grade of “D” had the old 

grading system been employed in summer 2002.  This specification has the advantage of not 

only narrowing the focus to the area around the discontinuity in the accountability points, but 

since “D”-graded schools are also eligible for Florida’s Assistance Plus Program’s benefits, it 

helps to net out the impact of these additional educational inputs.  The results of these two 

specifications are presented in the sixth and seventh rows of Table 4.  We observe that the 

estimated effects of an “F” grade remain statistically significant when these sampling restrictions 

are employed, and in seven of eight cases the estimated effects of an “F” grade are larger than 

when the comparison group is the full set of schools. 

 

 3.  Mean Reversion and Selection 

Even with the cross-cohort regression-discontinuity research design, concerns regarding 

mean reversion and selection may remain.  The eighth and ninth rows of Table 4 include two 

separate falsification exercises aimed at ruling out measurement error as a candidate explanation 

for our findings.  First, we compare the two successive cohorts’ performance in fourth grade, 

                                                 
35 These estimated effects persist even when we also control for the changing accountability 
pressure faced by the middle schools that the students ultimately attended.  For instance, the 
point estimate on the high-stakes reading exam is 0.083 with a standard error of 0.031.  
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conditioning on their third grade performance.  That is, we compare the “affected” cohort’s test 

scores in 2001-02 to the “unaffected” cohort’s test scores in 2000-01.  In this comparison, both 

sets of students would have taken their fourth grade FCAT exams before the grade assignment 

occurred in summer 2002.  In the presence of mean-reverting measurement error, students in the 

affected cohort in schools identified as “F” in 2002 would have experienced an unusually large 

(random) decline in test scores in 2001-02 that was followed by an unusually large (mean-

reverting) increase in 2002-03.  Thus, we would therefore expect to see a negative coefficient on 

the variable identifying “F” schools in 2002 (for the affected cohort).  Because only the later 

cohort took the fourth grade math FCAT exam, we can only conduct this comparison for the 

high-stakes reading test and the two low-stakes tests.  That said, we find no relationship between 

test performance in fourth grade and what would later become an accountability grading shock.  

The t-statistics of the falsification test’s “F grade effect” are invariably below one, and the sign 

of the insignificant relationship differs depending on the test employed.    

In our second falsification exercise, we calibrate each student’s low-stakes norm-

referenced test scores to their high-stakes FCAT Sunshine State Standards test scores, and 

calculate what the school grade points would have been in 2002 had the norm-referenced tests 

been used, rather than the FCAT, to measure student proficiency; this generates a pseudo-“F” 

grade.   If mean-reversion in test scores is what generated the large observed increases in test 

scores following receipt of an “F,” then we would expect to see large increases after identifying 

schools that received the pseudo-“F” as well.  However, as shown in Table 4, this exercise 

produces “falsification effects” that are trivial in size and statistical significance. 

The previous analysis could also be subject to selection bias if students who are observed 

attending an “F”-graded school after their school received the new school grade differ 
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systematically from the set of students who attended that school the prior year.  We investigated 

the degree to which selection could be a potential problem by comparing the likelihood of 

remaining in the same school from 2001-02 to 2002-03 for two groups of students – those who 

were attending schools that would receive an “F” grade and those who were attending schools 

that would receive a “D” grade.  While there was no difference between “F” schools and “D” 

schools in the fraction of students tested, we did find that there is a statistically significant 

difference of about three percentage points in the likelihood of leaving a school associated with 

receipt of an “F” grade.  These results are not presented in the table but are available on request.  

The question then becomes whether the students who left “F” versus “D” schools (or 

other better-graded schools) differed in any meaningful way.  We therefore estimate the effect of 

receiving an “F” grade on the differential lagged test scores of stayers versus leavers.36  As 

shown in the last row of Table 4, we find that there is virtually no difference, either in magnitude 

or in a statistical sense, in the lagged test scores of the stayers versus leavers in either “F” 

schools or “D” schools.  Therefore, we are confident that our results are not being driven by 

differential selection into (or out of) “F”-graded schools.37 

Thus, we have consistent evidence that when faced with increased stigma, oversight, and 

the threat of vouchers, student outcomes can improve.  However, we know little about what 

generates these improvements.  Using an educational production function framework we might 

 
36 We implement this comparison by estimating the regression-discontinuity model as before, 
where the dependent variable is the lagged student test score and all accountability variables are 
interacted with a “stayer” indicator.  Our key variable of interest for this exercise, therefore, is 
the interaction between an “F” grade indicator and a “stayer” indicator. 
37 Another potential source of selection bias is that students’ transitions to certain middle schools 
might be influenced by their elementary school grade.  We find that transition probabilities to 
any given middle school are exactly the same for both “D” and “F” schools between 2001-02 and 
2002-03 as they were (in the same school) between 2000-01 and 2001-02.  We therefore contend 
that middle school selection is not influenced by the student’s elementary school grade in 2002, 
at least between “D” and “F” schools. 
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conceptualize different ways in which schools increase educational achievement: by increasing 

the number of inputs into the process (such as would occur if there were more revenues), by 

changing to a more productive mix of resources, by getting a higher return from the resources 

employed, or by “gaming” the system.  We now turn to an analysis of school responses.   

 

B. What are Schools Doing?  Effects on School Policies

1. What Schools Were Doing in 2002 

We begin by presenting the policy/production environment of schools in 2002, the base 

year in our analysis.  In Table 5 we report the means of the individual policies organized by their 

respective “domains” and by the school’s grade in 2002.  Among the variables that schools 

identified as strategies they employ to “improve low-performing students”38 most of the schools 

required grade retention,39 in-school supplemental instruction, and tutoring.  Slightly less 

commonly schools required that students attend summer school and a few even required that 

such students attend Saturday classes, although this policy was more prevalent among the “D”- 

and “F”-graded schools.  Most schools also sponsored (although did not necessarily require) 

summer school and after-school tutoring.  In addition, “F”-graded schools offered “other” school 

services such as extended day, mentors, or remedial instruction.  Interestingly, the average class 

day was 377 minutes (or about 6 hours and 20 minutes), although it was slightly longer for the 

“F”-graded schools.  Further, the average class size (not pupil-teacher ratio) in first and fourth 

grades was between 24-25 students with lower-graded schools having slightly smaller classes. 

                                                 
38 These responses are based on the question “What special measures, if any, does this school 
take to try to improve the performance of low-performing students?” 
39  Beginning in 2003 Florida required schools to retain all third graders that did not meet a pre-
determined threshold on the FCAT Sunshine State Standards test. 
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One strategy that some schools employ to improve achievement is to assign students to 

smaller “class units” for particular reasons.  This does not mean that overall class sizes in a 

school are reduced, but they may, for instance, reorganize students either within classrooms or 

possibly even across classrooms for particular subjects.  As an example, in our sample 61 percent 

of the “F”-graded schools used these smaller class “units” for reading compared to just over 40 

percent of “A”-graded schools.  Similarly, “F”-graded schools were more likely to employ this 

strategy for math, writing, and low-performing students as well. 

While the results in Table 4 suggested some “teaching to the test,” we also sought more 

direct evidence that might suggest this shift in focus, or at a minimum a narrowing of the 

curriculum.  We therefore asked the principals if the school had a policy on the minimum 

amount of time that fourth grade students must spend on particular subjects (and among those 

that did, what that minimum was).  In 2002, 86 percent of the “F”-graded schools had policies 

that specified a minimum amount of time on math and reading, and three-quarters had a specified 

minimum amount of time on writing; these are all tested subjects.  In contrast, only 61 percent 

had a policy on the minimum time spent on social studies which is not tested.  The higher-graded 

schools were less likely to have school policies on how time was to be divided between the 

subjects. 

In terms of how schools attempt to schedule the day and organize how teachers work 

together, we observe that nearly all schools attempted to organize teachers into teams or tried to 

schedule common prep periods to provide teachers with an opportunity to collaborate.  Similarly, 

a majority also employed subject-matter specialist teachers to assist other teachers.  Finally, 15 

percent of “F”-graded schools (and fewer of the higher-graded schools) employed some other 

way of structuring schedules and staff.  Examples of these other strategies include:  inclusion, a 
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school-wide common reading or language arts block (for example, 90 minutes of uninterrupted 

reading each day)40, ability grouping, organizing even lower grades into “departments,” or 

employing technology specialists to help teachers. 

Given the centrality of teachers to the learning process, it is not surprising that schools 

employ a variety of strategies to improve the performance of teachers.  As of the spring of 2002, 

nearly all schools supervised such teachers more closely, assigned an aide or mentor to them, and 

provided additional professional development and/or an improvement plan.  However, in terms 

of the resources available to teachers, we find that the “F”-graded schools provided less time for 

collaborative planning and class preparation than higher-graded schools.  They did, however, 

require more days per year for professional development and had more money available for 

professional development activities each year (and more per teacher).  Finally, while schools 

provided rewards for teacher performance (independent of any incentives used by the school 

district), the vast majority used comp or release time, attendance at conferences and workshops, 

or giving the teachers special leadership positions or assignments; fewer than one-third were 

found to use monetary rewards.  

   We also asked a number of questions about the level of control that teachers, principals 

and superintendents had over important decisions at the school (1 suggests no influence whereas 

5 suggests complete control).  Across the board, principals had the most say in the hiring of new 

full-time teachers, how the school’s budget would be spent, and over the evaluation of teachers.  

The school superintendents had the most control over the curriculum.   

 Finally, while not necessarily the direct result of school policy, we were interested in 

gauging the climate at the school.  The response indicates the extent to which the principal 

 
40 Implementing a common reading block is one of the corrective actions commonly adopted 
according to the Assistance Plus reports. 
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thought the statement was not at all accurate (“1”) or was accurate (“5”) of his or her school.  We 

observe that in higher-graded schools the staff morale was higher, the teachers – new and 

experienced – were judged excellent, student disruption did not interfere with learning, violence 

was not a concern among parents, and parents closely monitored the academic progress of their 

children. 

 Given this portrait of school policy and the environment as of the spring of 2002, the 

question is whether schools, the low-performing schools in particular, changed any of these 

policies or procedures in response to their assigned performance grade. 

 

2. What Policies Changed Between 2002 and 2004 

Table 6 presents descriptive statistics of the change in school policy between the springs 

of 2002 and 2004 by the school’s grade in the 2001-02 school year.41  Again the individual 

variables are organized by their “domain.”  The “F”-graded schools appear to have been more 

likely to require grade retention and other forms of supplemental instruction for low-performing 

students, at least compared to higher-graded schools.  Similarly, they were more likely to adopt 

summer school classes, extend the school year, and sponsor after school tutoring.  In addition, 

while they lengthened the school day by, on average, about 2 minutes, the higher-rated schools 

shortened the length of the school day.  Although the F-schools were not more likely to institute 

                                                 
41 One concern is that policies may appear to have changed because different people with 
different levels of information about what is going on in a school completed our survey.  
Unfortunately, we cannot readily assess in a systematic manner who completed the survey in 
each year.  We have, however, pulled 100 random school surveys from 2001-02 and compared 
the name of the person completing the survey in 2001-02 to the name of the person completing 
the survey in 2003-04.  Out of 100 surveys, 88 had the same respondent in the two rounds and 97 
had the same position title.  This informal finding, combined with Chiang’s (2007) result that 
school grades did not influence principal turnover, makes us less concerned that changes in our 
findings are due to different people completing the survey.   
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minimum time requirements in the tested subjects, they were more likely to relax minimum time 

requirements on the untested subjects – such as social studies and art – which is consistent with 

an incentive to narrow the curriculum in response to the accountability system.   

 In terms of teachers, the “F”-graded schools increased the amount of time available for 

collaborative planning and class preparation by about 80 minutes compared to only an 11 minute 

increase for the “A”-graded schools and a nearly one hour decrease for the “D”-graded schools.  

In general, teachers lost some autonomy over important decisions made at the school.   

 Finally, it is notable that all schools appear to have reduced class sizes between the two 

years by between 2-3 students, particularly among the lower-rated schools. 

 While these means are suggestive of an association between a school receiving an “F” 

grade and the policies and practices adopted by the school to improve, they do not necessarily 

indicate causation.  We attempt to discern the causal impact of receiving an “F” grade in the 

models whose results are presented in Table 7. (We present OLS results for selected individual 

variables in Table 8.)42   

The first four columns of Table 7 use SUR to aggregate the responses within each 

domain; the final column simply creates an “index” of the individual components.  In addition, in 

the first two columns, we present the impact by comparing the “F”-graded schools to all higher 

graded schools; in the last three columns (3-5) we compare the “F”-graded schools to “D”-

graded schools.  

 The first column does not include any other covariates and we estimate that schools that 

received an “F”-grade were more likely to adopt policies to improve low-performing students, 

 
42  The results are similar if we cluster the standard errors at the district level.  We also note that 
we do not report results adjusting the standard errors for multiple testing primarily because we 
do not expect that schools will adopt policies in all of the domains and do not have a prior as to 
what fraction of outcomes should be significantly affected.   
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lengthened instruction time, assigned students to smaller class “units” for particular reasons, 

narrowed the curriculum, changed their scheduling systems, adopted policies to improve low-

performing teachers, increased resources available to teachers, and had a worsening climate.   

The estimates in column (2) improve on this specification in a number of ways.  First, we 

control for the school’s 2002 “simulated grade” such that we take into account whether or not the 

school “expected” to receive an “F” grade.  In addition, we add the 2002 level of the 2004 policy 

(and an indicator for a missing response in 2002) and other school characteristics.43  The 

coefficient estimates, conditional on these covariates, generally decrease and in some cases 

reverse sign.  For example, while, on average, we estimate a positive (although insignificant) 

impact of receiving an “F”-grade on the principal’s autonomy, conditional on some basic 

covariates we estimate that with an “F”-grade, school principals lose some autonomy as a result. 

Column (3) employs a basic version of the regression discontinuity design that we 

exploited when analyzing the impacts on student test scores.  We do so by controlling for a cubic 

in the total number of grade points earned by the school in 2002.  Note that, by and large, the 

estimates do not change substantially.  Next, we narrow the focus even further by comparing the 

impact of receiving an “F”-grade to that of receiving a “D”-grade while continuing to control for 

the cubic in the grade points (column (4)).  Again, the estimates do not change substantially 

compared to those in columns (2) and (3).  Finally, we compare the results using a SUR analysis 

to those generated by simply computing an index of the associated items in the domain.  Again, 

 
43 These variables are described in Section IV.2, above.  We have also included the lagged 
variables (and indicators for these variables being missing) for all of the items in the domain with 
similar results.  We only report results controlling for the individual the 2002 outcome for 
parsimony.  In addition, as noted earlier, we also obtain similar results if we also include the 
2000 level of the variable.  We also include flags for missing expenditures or characteristics.   
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the results do not generally change much although they are less precise.  We primarily show 

these estimates as they facilitate the analysis in the last section.   

Table 8 shows OLS results of individual items within the domains that were statistically 

significant at the 10 percent level (or slightly above) as well as of a few items that we could not 

“easily” fit into a domain.  In the first column we show the impact on “F”-graded schools 

compared to all schools and we do not control for any covariates.  In the second column we 

continue to show the impact on “F”-graded schools compared to all schools but also control for 

all of the covariates also employed in column (3) of Table 7 (thereby adopting a regression 

discontinuity design).  The third column is similar to column (4) of Table 7 in that it compares 

the “F”-graded schools to the “D”-graded schools.   

We find that the schools facing the increased pressure adopt block scheduling, re-

organize the school scheduling structure through “other” measures, and increase time for 

collaborative planning and class preparation for teachers; we also see some evidence that they 

provide a common prep period for teachers, and increase the district’s control over how the 

budget is spent.  And while it may appear that “F”-graded schools are more likely to reduce class 

sizes to improve student achievement, this response substantially decreases and becomes 

statistically insignificant when we add covariates.   

In sum, we find that schools receiving an “F” grade are more likely to focus on low-

performing students, lengthen the amount of time devoted to instruction, adopt different ways to 

organize the day and learning environment of the students and teachers, increase resources 

available to teachers, and decrease principal control, as was expected given the increased 

oversight built into the A+ Plan.  While not statistically significant, the point estimates suggest 

that schools facing such pressures also respond to the parameters of the accountability system by 
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possibly narrowing the curriculum to focus on the tested subjects and possibly focusing less on 

gifted students (as we see some evidence that while these schools employ reduced class sizes for 

low-performing students they do not do so for the gifted students).44

 

C. Do the Policies Appear to Explain the Change in Test Scores? 

Finally, we attempt to determine whether the adoption of these policies explains part of 

the test score gains observed by students attending the “F”-graded schools.  We emphasize that 

we cannot generate causal estimates of the effectiveness of the individual policies; rather we are 

interested in gaining slightly more insight into the mechanics behind the achievement gains.   

Table 9 compares three different types of models – (1) those that control for the set of 

background and school variables included in the specifications from Table 4; (2) those that 

further include controls for the policy indices presented in Table 7 as well as the class size 

variable described in Table 8; and (3) those that include just the five domains that we 

independently found to have the strongest cross-sectional relationship with student test score 

gains in models that include all of the domains.45  To provide continuity with our previous 

analysis, we restrict the comparison to the “F” versus “D” grades, though “F”-versus-all school 

comparisons yield substantively and statistically similar results.  We present evidence for the 

four different test scores for seventh graders, conditional on lagged fourth grade test scores, 

although the results are comparable when we look instead at fifth graders or sixth graders.   

                                                 
44  Results, available on request, are generally similar when we use all schools.  
45 These domains are policies to improve low student performance; policies to improve low 
teacher performance; policies regarding teacher autonomy; reflections of school climate; and 
class size in general.  All five domains typically are statistically significantly related to student 
test scores and consistently have the same signs across the various cross-sectional regressions.  
Policies to improve teacher performance and school climate are positively related to test score 
gains; those regarding improving low-performing students and teacher autonomy are negatively 
related to test score gains; and increased class sizes are negatively related to test score gains. 
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In the table we present p-values of tests of joint significance, depending on model 

specification, either of the five domains typically found to most strongly independently relate to 

student test score gains in cross-section; or (in the case of the model in which we include all 

policy domains) of two different sets of policy variables – those that require additional resources 

(i.e., policies to improve low-performing students; policies to improve low-performing teachers; 

lengthening instructional time; reducing class sizes for subjects; and reducing class sizes in 

general) and those that are intended to improve efficiency, either by making existing resources 

more productive or by rearranging existing resources (i.e., teacher resources; teacher incentives; 

teacher/district/principal control; minimum time on testing and untested subjects; and scheduling 

systems.) In all specifications, the set of policy variables with the strongest cross-sectional 

relationships with student test scores are, unsurprisingly, strongly jointly significant.  In addition, 

the set of school policy variables that are resource-related are also consistently jointly 

statistically significantly related to student test scores across the four test score measures.  The 

set of policy variables aimed at increased efficiency is not statistically significantly related to 

student gains in reading, but is in mathematics.     

More to the point of the analysis is the percentage reduction in the estimated “F”-grade 

test score effects when these policy variables are included as control variables.  Across the 

specifications (including in other grades not reported in the table), the estimated effect of “F” 

grade receipt decreases with the inclusion of these policy variables, with percentage reductions 

that range from very modest to very large.  The share of the test score gain associated with “F” 

grade receipt is at least 15 percent with regard to reading and at least 38 percent with regard to 

mathematics.  Moreover, virtually all of the explained portion of the test score gains associated 
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with an “F” grade is apparently due to the five policy domains that we found to have the 

strongest cross-sectional relationship with student test score gains.   

While we do not ascribe a causal interpretation to these findings, the results indicate that 

the school policy variables captured in our surveys may explain a sizeable percentage of the 

differences in test score gains between “F”-graded schools and “D”-graded schools.  Put 

differently, the evidence suggests that some combination of the policies and practices that the 

“F”-graded schools have put into place in apparent response to accountability pressures have 

contributed to the relative test score gains of the “F”-graded schools. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

This project presents an attempt to systematically get inside the “black box” of the effects 

of school accountability systems on student performance.  In this paper we find that schools that 

received a grade of “F” in summer 2002 immediately improved the test scores of the next cohort 

of students, and that these test score improvements were not transitory, but rather remained in the 

longer term.  We also find that “F”-graded schools engaged in systematically different changes 

in instructional policies and practices as a consequence of school accountability pressure, and 

that these policy changes may explain a significant share of the test score improvements (in some 

subject areas) associated with “F”-grade receipt. 

We note also that the remaining estimated “F”-grade effect may be due to other 

unobserved changes in policies or programs, or additionally, to an increase in the productivity of 

school resources due to the “F”-label (e.g., through an increase in effort on the part of the school 

superintendent, principals and teachers).  Further, we observe that the “F” schools adopted 

different policies than did “D” (or higher-graded) schools.  And while we think that these 
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policies reflect decisions made by the school principal and/or superintendent in an attempt to 

improve school productivity, we do not strictly observe who may have instigated them and under 

the Assistance Plus Program there is scope for others to have much influence. 

While suggesting that school accountability systems structured similarly to the A+ Plan 

can spur school improvement, it is premature to outline a prescription for the improvement of 

low-performing schools based on these findings, particularly since we do not observe student 

performance along all relevant dimensions.  A comprehensive study of school efficiency would 

also include untested domains, such as student performance in social studies and the arts.  That 

said, we find that accountability pressures have the potential to improve student test scores in 

low-performing schools, and that such pressures can induce school administrators to change their 

behavior in educationally beneficial ways.   
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Table 1:  The Distribution of School Grades, by Year 
 
 

 School Year 

Summer 
1999 

Summer 
2000 

Summer 
2001 

Summer 
2002 

Summer 
2003 

Summer 
2004 School Grade 

 All Schools 

A 183 552 570 887 1235 1203 

B 299 255 399 549 565 515 

C 1180 1115 1074 723 533 568 

D 565 363 287 180 135 170 

F 70 4 0 60 31 34 

N 0 0 76 102 2 0 

Total 2297 2289 2330 2501 2501 2490 

 Elementary Schools 

A 119 485 389 623 928 974 

B 214 180 324 368 360 333 

C 713 614 636 452 299 284 

D 448 260 215 124 63 67 

F 61 4 0 35 18 9 

N 0 0 46 68 2 0 

Total 1555 1543 1610 1670 1670 1667 
 
 
Source: Authors’ calculations from state data. 
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Table 2:  Transition Matrix in Predicted Grades Based on 2002 Grade Change, 

Elementary Schools 
(row percentages) 

 

  Grade in 2002 based on new (summer 2002) grading system 

  A B C D F 

A 0.89 
[264] 

0.11 
[33] 

0.00 
[0] 

0.00 
[0] 

0.00 
[0] 

B 0.48 
[188] 

0.38 
[149] 

0.13 
[50] 

0.26 
[1] 

0.00 
[0] 

C 0.23 
[167] 

0.25 
[181] 

0.46 
[331] 

0.05 
[37] 

0.28 
[2] 

D 0.02 
[3] 

0.01 
[2] 

0.38 
[69] 

0.44 
[79] 

0.15 
[28] 

Simulated 
grade in 

2002 based 
on old 

(summer 
2001) 

grading 
system 

F 0.00 
[0] 

0.00 
[0] 

0.00 
[0] 

0.29 
[2] 

0.71 
[5] 

 
Notes: All row percentages (in parentheses) are student-weighted.  The number of schools is in 
brackets.  Simulated grade changes are generated by applying both the old grading system and 
the new grading system to 2002 student test scores.  They are therefore generated based on 
precisely the same student tests; the only differences in the calculations are the formulas used to 
convert these same tests into school grades. 
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Table 3:  Average School Characteristics by the School’s Accountability Grade in 2002 

 
School Grade in 2002   

A/B/C D F Variable 
728 

[258] 
624 

[219] 
515 

[269] Number of Students 

0.22 
[0.22] 

0.58 
[0.29] 

0.74 
[0.27] Proportion Black 

0.02 
[0.02] 

0.01 
[0.2] 

0.004 
[0.01] Proportion Asian 

0.18 
[0.22] 

0.18 
[0.21] 

0.12 
[0.19] Proportion Hispanic 

0.003 
[0.005] 

0.002 
[0.007] 

0.001 
[0.002 Proportion Native American 

0.02 
[0.02] 

0.01 
[0.01] 

0.01 
[0.01] Proportion Mixed Race 

Proportion Free or  
Reduced-Price Lunch Eligible 

0.51 
[0.24] 

0.81 
[0.15] 

0.79 
[0.19] 

0.04 
[0.02] 

0.02 
[0.02] 

0.01 
[0.02] Proportion Gifted 

Proportion Limited English 
Proficiency 

0.09 
[0.11] 

0.11 
[0.12] 

0.09 
[0.12] 

0.16 
[0.06] 

0.15 
[0.06] 

0.17 
[0.07] Proportion Classified Disabled 

0.94 
[0.03] 

0.91 
[0.03] 

0.90 
[0.04] Stability Rate 

Special Education Expenditures per 
Pupil 

$8,432 
[2,098] 

$9,651 
[2,169] 

$9,604 
[2,097] 

Regular Education Expenditures per 
Pupil 

$4,411 
[893] 

$5,316 
[1,164] 

$5,720 
[1,113] 

At-risk Students Expenditures per 
Pupil 

$5,518 
[3,780] 

$5,703 
[3,736] 

$4,929 
[4,233] 

$102 
[828] 

$216 
[1,295] 

$465 
[2,714] 

Vocational Education Expenditures 
per Pupil 

Notes:  Standard deviations in brackets.  All means are based on data from the 2001-2002 school 
year.  The means for the racial composition of the schools represent the average across grades 
among test takers; they were calculated from administrative data on individual students.  The 
other characteristics are based administrative data from the FDOE.   
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 Table 4:  Difference-in-Difference Regression-Discontinuity Estimates of the Effect of Receiving an 

“F” Grade in Summer 2002 on Student Performance: School Fixed Effects Evidence 
 
 Standardized test score 
Model specification High-stakes 

reading 
High-

stakes math 
Low-stakes 

reading 
Low-stakes 

math 

Performance of 2002-03 fifth-grade cohort in the year following policy change  

2002-03 cohort only  0.099 
(0.029) 

0.141 
(0.044) 

0.069 
(0.021) 

0.076 
(0.028) 

First time “F” schools 0.097 
(0.033) 

0.091 
(0.050) 

0.067 
(0.023) 

0.062 
(0.031) 

     Additional effect of repeated “F” 0.041 
(0.034) 

0.237 
(0.067) 

0.047 
(0.033) 

0.123 
(0.058) 

2002-03 cohort compared with 2001-02 
cohort 

0.140 
(0.036) 

0.212 
(0.047) 

0.074 
(0.026) 

0.122 
(0.029) 

Performance of 2002-03 fifth-grade cohort in third year (seventh grade or equivalent) following policy 
change (as compared with the preceding cohort) 
2002-03 cohort compared with 2001-02 

cohort 
0.088 

(0.028) 
0.118 

(0.034) 
0.081 

(0.021) 
0.078 

(0.024) 
Comparing “F” schools to “D” schools in 

summer 2002 only 
0.079 

(0.045) 
0.150 

(0.064) 
0.151 

(0.037) 
0.135 

(0.039) 

Restricting sample to those predicted to 
earn “D” grade under old system 

0.120 
(0.034) 

0.139 
(0.044) 

0.117 
(0.035) 

0.127 
(0.037) 

Alternative specifications: Considering mean reversion and selection 
Falsification test: Successive cohorts in 

fourth grade 
-0.022 
(0.029) 

n/a 0.028 
(0.029) 

0.018 
(0.028) 

Falsification test: School grades 
calculated based on NRT scores 

-0.001 
(0.021) 

0.012 
(0.022) 

-0.020 
(0.019) 

-0.006 
(0.019) 

Selection test: Differential fourth grade 
test scores of students remaining in 
same school versus those who left 

-0.006 
(0.070) 

-0.005 
(0.076) 

0.008 
(0.066) 

-0.005 
(0.067) 

Notes:  Standard errors adjusted for school-level clustering are in parentheses.  Dependent 
variables are test scores standardized to the Florida average by grade level.  Regressions control 
for fourth grade FCAT-NRT scores in cubics (as well as indicators for missed scores), grade 
dummies, year dummies, indicators for current and historical disability status, race, ethnicity, 
English language learner status, free lunch eligibility, reduced lunch eligibility, subsidized lunch 
ineligibility conditional on application, prior year’s school grade, predicted school grade, a cubic 
in the number of points the school received according to the 2002 accountability grading system, 
and elementary school fixed effects (or elementary-middle combination fixed effects in the case 
of sixth and seventh grade tests.)  Cohorts compared are the fifth grade class of 2001-02 (pre-
policy change) and 2002-03 (post-policy change).  In the fourth grade falsification tests, both 
cohorts’ test scores are observed before the policy shock; fourth grade falsification tests control 
for third grade NRT scores in cubics.  The selection test does not include further lagged test 
scores. 
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Table 5: 2001-02 School Response Variable Means 
 

School Grade in 2002    
Domain/Variable A/B/C D F 
Policies to Improve Low-Performing Students 

Require grade retention 0.76 0.82 0.79 
Require summer school 0.40 0.57 0.36 
Require before/after school tutoring 0.44 0.62 0.68 
Require in-school supplemental instruction 0.79 0.86 0.89 
Require tutoring 0.61 0.72 0.82 
Require Saturday classes 0.05 0.14 0.14 
Require other policy 0.30 0.29 0.50 

Lengthening Instructional Time 
Sponsor summer school 0.53 0.60 0.67 
Sponsor year-round classes 0.01 0.01 0.00 
Sponsor extended school year 0.19 0.24 0.25 
Sponsor Saturday school 0.10 0.21 0.31 
Sponsor after-school tutoring 0.78 0.88 0.86 
Sponsor other school services 0.33 0.27 0.41 
Average length of school day 1st and 4th grade  
     (in minutes) 376.41 376.09 382.31 

Reduced Class Size for Subject 
Math 0.23 0.27 0.43 
Reading  0.43 0.56 0.61 
Writing  0.28 0.40 0.36 
Low academic performance 0.44 0.55 0.68 

Narrowing of Curriculum 
Minimum time spent on math 0.67 0.81 0.86 
Minimum time spent on reading 0.71 0.87 0.86 
Minimum time spent on writing 0.62 0.81 0.75 
Minimum time spent on social studies 0.43 0.45 0.61 
Minimum time spent on art/music 0.59 0.64 0.71 

Scheduling Systems 
Block scheduling 0.35 0.43 0.52 
Common prep periods 0.90 0.92 0.92 
Subject matter specialist teachers 0.59 0.75 0.85 
Organize teachers into teams 0.95 0.95 0.96 
Looping 0.43 0.41 0.33 
Multi-age classrooms 0.29 0.37 0.46 
Other schedule structure 0.11 0.07 0.15 

Policies to Improve Low-Performing Teachers 
Closer teacher supervision 0.98 0.99 1.00 
Assign aide to teachers 0.30 0.52 0.59 
Assign mentor to teachers 0.89 0.87 0.92 
Provide additional professional development 0.99 1.00 1.00 
Provide development/improvement plan 0.97 0.96 1.00 
Other improvement strategy 0.14 0.13 0.20 
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Teacher Resources 

Minutes per week for collaborative planning/class 
preparation 450.12 452.75 424.09 

Days per year for individual professional 
development 3.24 3.94 5.08 

Funds per student per year for professional 
development $14.71 $28.48 $45.53 

Teacher Incentives 
Monetary reward 0.29 0.22 0.29 
Comp/release time 0.56 0.56 0.71 
Choice of class 0.17 0.20 0.30 
Attendance at conferences and workshops 0.64 0.65 0.71 
Special leadership position/assignment 0.63 0.67 0.85 
Other incentives 0.25 0.25 0.44 

Teacher Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
Teacher control of establishing curriculum 3.39 3.40 3.33 
Teacher control of hiring new full-time teachers 2.90 2.75 3.00 
Teacher control of budget spending 3.20 2.97 3.15 
Teacher control of teacher evaluation 1.84 1.74 2.07 

District Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
District control of establishing curriculum 3.62 3.49 3.56 
District control of hiring new full-time teachers 2.72 2.80 2.52 
District control of budget spending 3.23 3.45 2.89 
District control of teacher evaluation 2.28 2.41 2.19 

Principal Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
       Principal control of establishing curriculum 3.54 3.51 3.48 

Principal control of hiring new full-time teachers 4.35 4.26 4.39 
Principal control of budget spending 3.90 3.77 4.00 
Principal control of teacher evaluation 4.64 4.65 4.79 

School Climate (1 = Not at all accurate/ 5 = Very accurate) 
High staff morale 3.18 2.91 2.93 
Staff support and encourage each other 4.22 4.04 4.32 
Teacher understanding of expectations 4.40 4.14 4.57 
New teacher excellence (three or fewer years) 3.89 3.62 3.61 
Experienced teacher excellence (more than ten years) 4.07 3.74 3.69 
Student disruption does not interfere with learning 3.07 2.21 1.75 
Parents do not worry about violence in school 3.38 3.12 2.93 
Parents closely monitor academic progress of child 3.29 2.68 2.46 

Miscellaneous 
Reduced class size gifted academic performance 0.42 0.40 0.21 
Average 1st and 4th grade class size 25.21 25.06 23.83 
Minimum time spent on science 0.46 0.53 0.61 
Whole school reform model 0.27 0.41 0.64 
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Table 6: Mean Change in Variables between 2001-02 and 2003-04 
 

School Grade in Summer 2002     
Domain/Variable A/B/C D F 
Policies to Improve Low-Performing Students 

Require grade retention 0.10 0.03 0.26 
Require summer school 0.01 -0.11 -0.05 
Require before/after school tutoring 0.06 -0.04 0.15 
Require in-school supplemental instruction 0.05 0.07 0.11 
Require tutoring 0.07 0.00 0.10 
Require Saturday classes 0.02 0.07 0.11 
Require other policy -0.02  0.04 -0.43 

Lengthening Instructional Time 
Sponsor summer school -0.03 0.00 0.10 
Sponsor year-round classes (/10) -0.01 0.00 0.00 
Sponsor extended school year 0.09 0.01 0.12 
Sponsor Saturday school 0.04 0.09 0.05 
Sponsor after-school tutoring 0.06 0.03 0.15 
Sponsor other school services 0.06 -0.23 0.11 
Average length of school day 1st and 4th grade (in 

minutes) -0.98 -1.10 1.77 

Reduced Class Size for Subject 
Math -0.01 -0.04 -0.05 
Reading  -0.04 -0.10 -0.10 
Writing  -0.05 -0.17 0.11 
Low academic performance 0.02 -0.10 -0.21 

Narrowing of Curriculum 
Minimum time spent on math 0.08 0.07 0.05 
Minimum time spent on reading 0.14 0.06 0.05 
Minimum time spent on writing 0.02 -0.11 0.00 
Minimum time spent on social studies 0.04 0.13 -0.25 
Minimum time spent on art/music 0.03 0.13 -0.10 

Scheduling Systems 
Block scheduling -0.01 0.00 0.18 
Common prep periods 0.01 -0.01 0.00 
Subject matter specialist teachers 0.01 0.06 0.06 
Organize teachers into teams 0.01 -0.01 0.00 
Looping (/10) 0.01 -0.14 2.94 
Multi-age classrooms (/10) 0.03 -0.92 -1.88 
Other schedule structure -0.03 -0.04 0.00 

Policies to Improve Low-Performing Teachers 
Closer teacher supervision (/10) 0.03 -0.14 0.00 
Assign aide to teachers -0.08 -0.10 -0.06 
Assign mentor to teachers 0.02 0.13 0.05 
Provide additional professional development (/10) -0.03 0.00 0.00 
Provide development/improvement plan (/10) 0.04 -0.14 0.00 
Other improvement strategy 0.03 0.06 0.00 
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Teacher Resources 

Minutes per week for collaborative planning/class 
preparation 11.10 -49.36 82.50 

Days per year for individual professional 
development 0.49 -0.16 0.25 

Funds per student per year for professional 
development $33.13 $9.69 $42.33 

Teacher Incentives 
Monetary reward 0.03 0.07 0.06 
Comp/release time (/10) -0.04 0.00 0.00 
Choice of class 0.02 0.03 0.12 
Attendance at conferences and workshops (/10) 0.07 0.82 0.53 
Special leadership position/assignment (/10) 0.06 0.83 -1.11 
Other incentives -0.05 -0.08 0.13 

Teacher Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
Teacher control of establishing curriculum -0.11 -0.15 -0.10 
Teacher control of hiring new full-time teachers -0.02 -0.07 -0.20 
Teacher control of budget spending -0.08 -0.15 -0.05 
Teacher control of teacher evaluation -0.09 -0.04 -0.45 

District/Superintendent Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
District control of establishing curriculum 0.14 0.18 0.20 
District control of hiring new full-time teachers 0.00 -0.24 0.30 
District control of budget spending 0.04 -0.29 0.44 
District control of teacher evaluation -0.01 -0.03 -0.30 

Principal Control (1 = No Influence / 5 = Complete Control) 
Principal control of establishing curriculum -0.03 0.26 0.15 
Principal control of hiring new full-time teachers 0.01 0.25 0.00 
Principal control of budget spending 0.04 0.18 -0.11 
Principal control of teacher evaluation 0.03 0.07 0.00 

School Climate (1 = Not at all accurate/ 5 = Very accurate) 
High staff morale -0.08 -0.10 -0.21 
Staff support and encourage each other 0.09 0.05 0.26 
Teacher understanding of expectations 0.05 0.09 -0.26 
New teacher excellence (three or fewer years) -0.02 -0.07 0.00 
Experienced teacher excellence (more than ten years) 0.05 -0.15 0.17 
Student disruption does not interfere with learning -0.04 -0.08 -0.37 
Parents do not worry about violence in school -0.11 -0.04 -0.21 
Parents closely monitor academic progress of child 0.02 -0.11 -0.32 

Miscellaneous 
Reduced class size gifted academic performance  -0.01 -0.08 0.05 
Average 1st and 4th grade class size -2.06 -3.41 -2.70 
Minimum time spent on science 0.05 0.13 -0.10 
Whole school reform model 0.48 0.28 0.00 
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Table 7:  Seemingly-Unrelated Regression and OLS Results of the Effect of Receiving an F 

Grade in Summer 2002 on School Policy in 2003-04 
 Seemingly-Unrelated Regression    Index 
 F vs. All  F vs. D 
Domain (1) (2) (3)  (4)  (5) 
Policies to Improve Low-

Performing Students 
0.437 

(0.097) 
0.273 

(0.121) 
0.301 

(0.139) 
 0.308 

(0.139)  0.345 
(0.167) 

Lengthening Instructional Time 0.279 
(0.095) 

0.174 
(0.104) 

0.262 
(0.123) 

 0.264  
(0.123)  0.237 

(0.139) 
Reduced Class Size for Subject 0.557 

(0.190) 
0.459 

(0.212) 
0.292 

(0.241) 
 0.299 

(0.240)  0.364 
(0.258) 

0.140 
(0.086) 

0.146 
(0.097) 

0.143 
(0.107) 

 0.137 
(0.107)  0.123 

(0.124) 
Narrowing of Curriculum 

Scheduling Systems 0.208 
(0.120) 

0.361 
(0.118) 

0.370 
(0.138) 

 0.377 
(0.139)  0.361 

(0.143) 
Policies to Improve Low-

Performing Teachers 
0.215 

(0.080) 
0.130 

(0.092) 
0.148 

(0.096) 
 0.154 

(0.097)  0.204 
(0.156) 

Teacher Resources 0.723 
(0.390) 

0.882 
(0.465) 

1.069 
(0.529) 

 1.048 
(0.532)  0.867 

(0.672) 
Teacher Incentives 0.220 

(0.160) 
0.208 

(0.174) 
0.120 

(0.202) 
 0.125 

(0.202)  0.170 
(0.202) 

Teacher Autonomy -0.060 
(0.129) 

-0.166 
(0.143) 

-0.084 
(0.159) 

 -0.091 
(0.158)  -0.095  

 (0.199) 
District Control -0.169 

 (0.172) 
-0.098 

 (0.175) 
0.072 

(0.203) 
 0.082 

(0.203)  0.066 
(0.201) 

Principal Control 0.169 
(0.129) 

-0.087 
(0.142) 

-0.297 
(0.161) 

 -0.294 
(0.161)  -0.329 

(0.206) 
-0.454 
(0.124) 

0.035 
 (0.139) 

0.124 
(0.158) 

 0.121 
(0.157)  0.116 

(0.160) 
School Climate 

Specifications also control for:        
     2002 “Simulated Grade” N Y Y  Y  Y 
     Lagged dependent variable N Y Y  Y  Y 
     Other school characteristics N Y Y  Y  Y 
     2002 grade points N N Y  Y  Y 

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.  The estimates in columns (1)-(4) are based on seemingly-
unrelated regressions of variables in each of the “domains” as described in Tables 5 and 6;   the estimates 
in column (5) use an “index” of the variables in each of the domains, as described in the text.  The 
estimates in columns (1)-(3) compare the F-graded schools to all higher-grade schools; those in columns 
(4) and (5) compare the F-graded schools to the D-graded schools.  The “2002 Simulated Grade” is a 
vector of dummy variables indicating the grade the school would have received in 2002 using the 2001 
school grading formula.  The “lagged dependent variable” is the school’s value for the 2004 policy in 
2002 an indicator for whether the 2002 response is missing.  “Other school characteristics” include:  
racial and ethnic composition of the school, the school’s estimated expenditures per student in 2002 for 
special education, vocational education, education for “at-risk” students, and “regular” education, the 
number of students in the school, the racial and ethnic composition of the school, the percentage of the 
school’s student body that is classified as disabled, eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, limited 
English proficient, and gifted, and the “stability rate” of the school.  “2002 grade points” is a cubic in the 
number of points the school received according to the summer 2002 accountability grading system.   
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Table 8:  OLS Results of the Impact of Receiving an F Grade in Summer 2002 on School 
Selected Individual Policies in 2003-04 

 

 F vs. All   F vs. D 

 No Covariates With Covariates 

Variable (1) (2)  (3) 
Average 1st and 4th grade class size -2.946 

(0.733) 
-0.754 
(0.907)  -0.747 

(0.908) 
Use block scheduling 0.250 

(0.097) 
0.247 

(0.115)  0.247 
(0.115) 

Use common prep period 0.010 
(0.054) 

0.108 
(0.071)  0.111 

(0.071) 
Use other scheduling structure  0.066 

(0.077) 
0.181 

(0.105)  0.185 
(0.106) 

Minutes per week for collaborative 
planning/class preparation 

21.791 
(45.482) 

124.604 
(62.221)  123.702 

(62.288) 
Reduced class size gifted academic 

performance 
-0.245 
(0.099) 

-0.065 
(0.127)  -0.065 

(0.127) 
Whole school reform model -0.056 

(0.085) 
-0.017 
(0.110)  -0.019 

(0.110) 
Minimum time spent on science 0.101 

(0.097) 
-0.136 
(0.119)  -0.127 

(0.119) 
 
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.  The estimates in columns (1) and (2) compare the F-
graded schools to all higher-grade schools; those in column (3) compare the F-graded schools to 

the D-graded schools.  All specifications control for the “2002 Simulated Grade” (a vector of 
dummy variables indicating the grade the school would have received in 2002 using the 2001 

school grading formula); the “lagged dependent variable” (the school’s value for the 2004 policy 
in 2002 an indicator for whether the 2002 response is missing); and “Other school 

characteristics” (the school’s estimated expenditures per student in 2002 for special education, 
vocational education, education for “at-risk” students, and “regular” education, the number of 
students in the school, the racial and ethnic composition of the school, the percentage of the 
school’s student body that is classified as disabled, eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, 

limited English proficient, and gifted, and the “stability rate” of the school); and a cubic in the 
number of points the school received according to the summer 2002 accountability grading 

system.  
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Table 9:  The Effect of Including School Policy/Practice Variables on Regression-Discontinuity 
Estimates of the Effect of Receiving an F vs. D Grade in Summer 2002 on Seventh-Grade Student 

Performance:  Fifth-Grade Cohort of 2002-03 
 
 Standardized test score 

 High-stakes 
reading 

High-stakes 
math 

Low-stakes 
reading 

Low-stakes 
math Model specification 

Models excluding school 
policy/practice variables  0.080 

(0.030) 
0.094 

(0.039) 
0.059 

(0.025) 
0.045 

(0.027) 

Models including all school  
policy/practice variables  0.068 

(0.037) 
0.058 

(0.042) 
0.042 

(0.027) 
0.022 

(0.028) 

p-value of joint significance of policy 
variables requiring resources  0.002 0.003 0.001 0.008 

p-value of joint significance of policy 
variables aimed at greater efficiency  0.330 0.001 0.458 0.096 

Models including only the five 
school policy/practice domains 
with the strongest cross-sectional 
relationship with test scores 

 0.068 
(0.037) 

0.059 
(0.043) 

0.044 
(0.026) 

0.015 
(0.029) 

p-value of joint significance of policy 
variables   0.000 0.005 0.005 0.008 

 
Notes: Standard errors adjusted for school-level clustering are in parentheses.  Dependent variables are 
test scores standardized to the Florida average by grade level.  Regressions include all variables 
described in Table 4, as well as the twelve policy indices described in Table 8 as well as the class 
size variable which itself is individually statistically significantly related to F grade receipt in 
summer 2002.  The domains with the strongest cross-sectional relationship with test scores are 
policies to improve low student performance; policies to improve low teacher performance; 
policies regarding teacher autonomy; reflections of school climate; and class size in general. 
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Appendix Table 1:  Difference in School Characteristics between Respondents and Non-
Respondents to the 2004 School Survey Sample, by the School’s Accountability Grade in 

2001-02 
 

School Grade in 2002   
A/B/C D F Variable 
1.356 

(15.956) 
39.510 

(41.448) 
-74.378 
(86.885) Number of Students 

-0.041 
(0.014) 

-0.055 
(0.055) 

-0.085 
(0.085) Proportion Black 

0.000 
(0.001) 

0.005 
(0.003) 

-0.002 
(0.002) Proportion Asian 

-0.029 
(0.014) 

-0.028 
(0.039) 

0.021 
(0.060) Proportion Hispanic 

0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.001 
(0.001) 

0.000 
(0.001) Proportion Native American 

-0.002 
(0.001) 

0.002 
(0.002) 

0.000 
(0.004) Proportion Mixed Race 

Proportion Free or  
Reduced-Price Lunch Eligible 

-1.902 
(1.453) 

1.176 
(2.787) 

-0.622 
(6.072) 

0.222 
(0.337) 

0.062 
(0.360) 

-0.421 
(0.568) Proportion Gifted 

Proportion Limited English 
Proficiency 

-1.404 
(0.704) 

-1.664 
(2.169) 

1.222 
(3.983) 

1.255 
(0.351) 

0.499 
(1.206) 

3.159 
(2.157) Proportion Classified Disabled 

0.144 
(0.177) 

-0.071 
(0.594) 

2.899 
(1.215) Stability Rate 

Special Education Expenditures per 
Pupil 

-$168.387 
(131.352) 

-$28.921 
(430.789) 

$575.636 
(757.596) 

Regular Education Expenditures per 
Pupil 

-$118.849 
(52.823) 

-$313.196 
(228.127) 

$528.114 
(394.682) 

At-risk Students Expenditures per 
Pupil 

-$119.886 
(236.349) 

-$2.533 
(741.812) 

$1,421.659 
(1,521.961) 

-$4.938 
(51.924) 

-$61.475 
(257.009) 

-$1,318.667 
(961.135) 

Vocational Education Expenditures 
per Pupil 

Notes:  Standard errors in parentheses.  All school characteristics are based on data from the 
2001-02 school year.  The data include elementary schools in both the 2002 and 2004 sampling 
frames. 
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Appendix Figure 1a:  Regression Discontinuity Estimates of Effects of “F” Grade on Fifth 

Graders’ Test Score Gain Residuals 
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p-value of discontinuity: 0.000  p-value of discontinuity: 0.001 

 
 

Appendix Figure 1b:  Regression Discontinuity Estimates of Effects of “F” Grade on 
Previous Year’s Test Score Residuals 
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                p-value of discontinuity: 0.564  p-value of discontinuity: 0.955 
 
 
Note:  The vertical line represents the 280 point threshold that separates a grade of “F” (to the 
left of the threshold) from a grade of “D” (to the right of the threshold.)  The regression line 
plotted on the graphs represents the relationship between grade points (in quintics) and residual 
test scores.   

 




